Grooming Day

Saturday was a busy day for youngsters planning to enter the Junior Livestock Show.
Beckville raises lights use fee

Stage band wins '2' at Louisiana Tech

Valmac hands out safety awards

Handicap parking:

Carter to head Panola SGA

Road number on county agenda

PJC sets genealogy course
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Redistricting timetable is set

University singers set concert here

Drama unit will recreate classic

Cash Dividends
AN EXCITING NEW WAY TO SAVE

Tatum's athletic director resigns

Haley presented education award

Poison Prevention Week March 15-21
**Watchman Opinion Forum**

---

**Editorials**

**Bush-chacking regulations**

March 12, 1980

The man with the most to gain from a change in the Bush administration's regulations for the logging industry is President Carter, who is facing a tough re-election battle. If he is re-elected, it is likely that the Bush regulations will be changed to suit him. However, if he is defeated, the regulations will remain in place. The regulations were designed to protect the environment and prevent the over-exploitation of federal lands. The Bush administration has been accused of ignoring these regulations and selling off federal lands to the highest bidder. The regulations are also opposed by the timber industry, which has been lobbying heavily to have them changed. The administration has been accused of being influenced by the timber industry, which has donated heavily to their campaign coffers. The regulations are supported by environmental groups, who believe they are necessary to protect the environment. The administration has been accused of being influenced by the timber industry, which has donated heavily to their campaign coffers. The regulations are supported by environmental groups, who believe they are necessary to protect the environment.

---

**Letters to the Editor**

**Uncertainty in job freeze**

March 12, 1980

The goal of President Reagan's pending freeze on federal spending is to give a sense of job security to his workers. The Freeze would mean that the government would be able to cut back on its spending and a whole year of pay would be saved. The Freeze would also give a sense of job security to the workers. Although the administration has stated that the Freeze would mean that the government would be able to cut back on its spending and a whole year of pay would be saved, there is still some uncertainty about the Freeze. The government has stated that it would be able to cut back on its spending and a whole year of pay would be saved, but there is still some uncertainty about the Freeze. The government has stated that it would be able to cut back on its spending and a whole year of pay would be saved, but there is still some uncertainty about the Freeze. The government has stated that it would be able to cut back on its spending and a whole year of pay would be saved, but there is still some uncertainty about the Freeze.

---

**Marshall's World**

March 12, 1980

 đời

---

**Students teach and learn at CHS Play Day**

March 12, 1980

Several of the youngsters got a piggyback ride.

---

**Why ban formaldehyde?**

By Fred Spinks

March 12, 1980

The reason for banning formaldehyde is multifaceted. Although it is a useful and cheap chemical, it is also a known carcinogen and has been linked to a variety of health problems, including asthma, cancer, and birth defects. The ban on formaldehyde is a step in the right direction, as it will prevent the chemical from being used in the manufacture of products that are known to cause harm. The ban on formaldehyde is a step in the right direction, as it will prevent the chemical from being used in the manufacture of products that are known to cause harm. The ban on formaldehyde is a step in the right direction, as it will prevent the chemical from being used in the manufacture of products that are known to cause harm.
College women gear up for Nacogdoches finale

Bears lose twin bill to Central High at home

Superstar spotlight:
Leaders like Parker make victories

Gulf fish management slated for discussion

Hearing to set deer season

S.A.S.S. fish-off slated for Alabama-Georgia

Spring is the best time for variety of fishing

Bass rodeos brighten Tyler Dogwood fest

Clements picks commissioners
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Carthage bowling leagues
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There's more to raising Yule trees than many believe

Champlin gift big boost for TCU 'remote sensing'

School Menus

Know Your Heritage

Fire blight problem for some pear trees
Panola County Junior Livestock Show and Sale
Panola County to get "traffic" deputies

Underwood will be sworn in Friday as assistant DA

Tatum voters approve $750,000 bond issue

Stolen truck leads police on wild chase